Kaplan/LWW Admissions Testing:

This document can serve as a preparation guide for candidates to your program taking the performance-based assessment of basic skills.

Link for book:  http://www.kaptest.com/bookstore/Medical/Show-All/9781419550348
It can also be purchased through www.Amazon.com

Since admissions tests vary in content and focus please use the areas listed to target your preparation for the Kaplan/LWW Admissions Test.

Mathematics: (Focus is math skills required for nursing related calculations)
- Ratios and Proportions
- Fractions and Decimals
- The 4 Mathematical Functions
- Word problems

Reading:
- Reading passages for Comprehension
- Extraction of Main Idea
- Reading for Details
- Vocabulary in Context
- Inference

Writing:
- Writing mechanics such as:
  - Error Correction within the Context of the Sentence
  - Syntax
  - Word or Punctuation Misuse
  - Logical development of passages

Science:
- Physiology orientation

The Admission Test contains 91 questions divided into 4 sections:
  - Reading section – 22 questions to be answered in 45 minutes
  - Writing section – 21 questions to be answered in 45 minutes
  - Math section – 28 questions to be answered in 45 minutes
  - Science section – 20 questions to be answered in 30 minutes
Scores are shown by module and overall.